Letter from the President

“Behind every great man there is always a great woman.” I grew up hearing this saying and with time I
have come to understand how true it actually is.
Without the women at Brunello Cucinelli, many of the great achievements the company has seen might
not have been realized.
With their dedicated and tireless daily efforts, the women at Brunello Cucinelli are able to support the
company in its constant growing success. Yet they manage to bring the company to new heights every
day with a humble and unpretentious spirit, very much characteristic of the brand itself.
Brunello Cucinelli himself has been surrounded by women since he started his company more than 30
years ago. His wife Federica has been a loyal and loving companion as well as his two daughters Camilla
and Carolina, who help run the family business. In a joyous note, last fall, a new female member joined
the Cucinelli family; little Vittoria came to the world to become Brunello Cucinelli’s first granddaughter
and the future of a strong legacy of women who have inspired this great man.
From the women in Solomeo, who have kept alive the tradition of hand-crafted pieces, to the women
around the world, who have faithfully and continuously invested in our collections, we want to end this
year by celebrating them and their importance to our brand’s story.
It is the respect that we have for them, their devotion to their families, their impeccable taste, and their
elegance that challenges Brunello Cucinelli each season to create new collections that will reflect their
demanding lifestyle—from their duties as professional women, wives, and mothers, to their more playful moments attending sophisticated events.
I want to say thank you to all the women and men who have contributed to our success and who continue to challenge us in making this company better each day.
My warmest wishes to you all this holiday season,

Massimo Caronna
President of Brunello Cucinelli USA

Brunello Cucinelli
Women’s Collection Spring Summer 2012
Sleek Luxury
When luxury is effortless and simple, purity of form and color are achieved. The concept
of purity flows like a wave in this striking new Brunello Cucinelli Spring Summer Women’s
Collection that comes in every shade of white – panama, chalk, stone, sand, rice and shell
– and is combined with natural nuances of stone, cane and jute and small touches of reassuring color that are never too bold. Petal, geranium, ivy green and mint green are mixed with
powder pink, dark blues, and a variety of other colors.
Intimate and cerebral, this collection seeks the essence of true luxury through the concept
that less is more. Simplicity is mainly expressed through pure, softly flowing shapes. The
unembellished pieces are so subtle that they are almost invisible. Knitwear is oversized to
ensure freedom of movement and features T-shirt or boxy cuts in mélange shaker knits. More
form-fitting styles made of ribbed cotton gauze or fine-gauge cashmere and silk are worn
layered or over basic satin tops. Raffia and ultra-light yarns with a hand-knitted look add
texture to the collection along with embroidery and jacquard patterns on gauzy Aran-knit
styles. Outerwear with a couture menswear-style cut expresses modern simplicity. Sleek fitted
coats are made of sartorial-style double wool or ultra-light technical materials that are often
reversible. Egg-shaped waxed cotton or cotton canvas overcoats have horn buttons. A-line
peacoats in a talc cotton-linen blend, fierce nappa leather, or wool gauze-lined suede alternate
with deconstructed silk jackets with a technical look and an oversized suede bomber jacket
with feather details.
Trousers come in sleek, flowing wide-leg or straight-leg styles and relaxed-fit silhouettes without pleats. Chinos are also featured. Straight pencil skirts have hemlines that graze the top
of the knee. Midi-length sheathes come in various versions: sleek and simple or soft and
flowing. Materials range from cotton for everyday use to silk for evening, and also ultra-light
stretch nappa leather in lighter shades and featherweight suede. Dress hemlines depend on
the time of day: at the knee or just below it for day and ankle-length for evening.
Light flowing blouses and T-shirts are the epitome of femininity. Layered looks in cotton
gauze and ribbed jersey alternate with tops in technical silk or in bias-cut washed satin and
cotton silk. Basic unadorned T-shirts have a distinct minimalist look.
There is a wide assortment of bags, scarves, accessories and jewelry made with different stones
in warm shades of white.
The impressive footwear collection includes masculine derby shoes, moccasins, boots, little
galoshes with feathers, high-top sneakers, high-heeled sandals, and platform “zori” sandals
that disappear beneath wide-leg trousers.

TREND REPORT -

Essential Luxury

The mood of the collection
focuses on natural, organic colors
with names like stone, rice, chalk,
and oatmeal, with the tonal palette
being punctuated by vibrant pops
of color in floral hues. Flowers like
geranium, chamomile, and mint
evoke the natural, fresh spirit of the
collection. The new Cucinelli colors
range from orange to pink, yellow to
green—they have a youthful, feminine feel. Paillettes help to reinforce
the soft, feminine touches in the collection, and can be worn during the
day or evening.

The cashmere and raffia knits have been
lined with silk fabrics to give the wearer
a sense of intimate luxury that can be felt close to her body. Suede and leather tops,
or a combination of both, are a sophisticated way to add a touch of high-fashion to
any outfit. Midriff-bearing tops and knits carry a fresh spirit and can be worn with a
blouson or trench coat.

Outerwear plays an important role
as key investment pieces for a
woman’s wardrobe. Trench coats
created in different lengths with
lightweight fabrics, both in silk and
paper thin cottons, are the perfect
transitional item for Spring. Horn
details on the closures add a subtle
element of quiet luxury.
For evening, silk unlined jackets in
ivory are a beautiful way to layer a
dress for a dinner by the seaside.

Trousers have been revisited this
season. Palazzo pants in silk or suede
take the stage instead of leggings and
cargo pants, which played an
important role in
previous collections.
The clean lines and airy fabrics float
away from the body with
carefree elegance.

ACCESSORIES REPORT -

Essential Luxury

Scarves are still Brunello Cucinelli’s
favorite accessory. In linens, cashmere
and silk blends, they always add an
elegant accent to any look.
Necklaces in agate, quartz, garnet, glass
continue to offer an element of glamour; the glassy stones in rich, vibrant
hues create a beautiful contrast between warm and cool.

The low-heeled set will find
solace in Spring’s selection of
platform shoes and masculine
inspired footwear.
The comfort and ease of these new
styles are a chic daywear option,
perfect for long walks in the park or
running errands.

Ostrich feathers are an important
signature of the Spring/Summer
collection. They embody the rich
luxury of an exotic material but in a
lighter, airier spirit. Apart from
detachable feather collars on jackets,
ostrich makes a statement on sandals,
ankle boots, and necklaces. The effect
is graceful and ethereal—women will
feel as if they’re floating into the air
when they try them on.

Finally, smaller purses have been
making their way in runway
collections for Spring/Summer and our
versions in knitwear, coral suede and
snakeskin are a chic choice for a
woman who’s always on the go.

Another key trend popping up on
major runways was the platform
sandal—our stores will carry a
Japanese version that blends elegance
and function into a seamless, classic
option for day and evening.

Meditations, Marcus Aurelius
Leather Briefcase

iPad Case

Cotton Men’s Robe
Fair Isle Cashmere Sweater

Gifts for Him

A touch of luxury for that special someone in your life

Cashmere Parka with Fur Trim

Steve Jobs, Walter Isaacson

Cashmere Scarf and Hat with Fur Trim

Multistrand Necklace

Gifts for Her

Unique and precious ideas for an elegant woman

Cashmere Throw and Gloves

Ostrich Feather Boots

Snakeskin Leather Bag

Knit Candle Set

PRESS:

A sampling of Brunello Cucinelli’s latest print exposure

“Always treat people as ends in themselves,
never as means to an end”
I. Kant

